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Magic Might 
This author within this writing is expressing a private personal 

tangible opinion.  

On with the illusion(s) or could it be truth? 

Illusion is one of the magic tactics used by magician(s), similarly, 
Illusion application of wording will also lead even so called learned to 
believe an untruth. Could it be Blind Trust or could it be fear of having 
the illusion of word crafting becoming exposed? Could judiciary be 
concerned with their Blind Trust Investments? Word crafting in 
honorable opinion is to this writer nothing more than utilizing illusion 
to con the sophisticated. Here lies another illusion the people should be 
understanding, Abraham Lincoln had an appropriate quote to deal with 
such illusion, paraphrased in short “You can fool all the people some of 
the time, some of the people all the time but not all the people all the 
time.” 

As for Bar associations that require a party to have graduated 
from a brick and mortar accredited school, why such a requirement, is it 
to deprive a party that can do what Lincoln did from exposing the 
illusion being presented to those who claim to be learned? “Or” is to so 
the illusion can be carried forward to allow for a party to demand 
illusionary care to prevent a catastrophic event?  

As this writer believes, to live a life of obtaining self gain and then 
attempting to bribe their way into a peaceful existence beyond this 
world should be seen as an illusionary attempt to justify conning man 
and God, where man maybe be conned, God is beyond reproach and 
requires not what man’s illusionary money buys. Illusionary money, 
yep, you read the writer correctly, tangible monetary promises by our 
government by past leaders words may bind the faith of the children 
and grandchildren to repay the tangible debt, however when leaders 
pledges to repay an illusionary intangible value, such does not bind the 
children and grandchildren. 

Yep, a party may have a criminal record, unlike this writer, 
however if appropriate penitence is accommodated, and considering 
that certain crimes or of a “medical nature” or “not” applicable, the 
illusionary method of subliminal affect becomes applicable when such 
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factors are actually irrelevant when it is the other party is attempting 
to conceal a criminal action. Is there a magic of redirecting attention? 
Consider that of an Alcoholic and a Pedophile, both require an external 
factor to become guilty of a crime against man; however proof is not 
required before God.  Could there be an illusional method and means 
applicable to an Alcoholic or a Pedophile? Is it that both an Alcoholic 
and a Pedophile have instilled in their mind the need for something? 

Could it be said that in the mind of those seeking money and 
power there is a violation being committed against man? It took nearly 
a lifetime for this writer to understand the scriptures meaning of the 
seed will suffer the fate of the parent. Is such fate of the seed not to 
know he will be seated not next to God? Double negative, even this 
writer knows how to write a triple negative: “I no not do that no more.” 

If opposing negatives cancel, could it be said that a singular 
negative carries an illusion? A philosophical question(s) present: Is it in 
all circumstances appropriate for negatives to cancel? Is negative 
thinking limited to the mind? Will a person who believes in negative 
thinking know the eternal of God’s House? Is it possible that negative 
thinking instills illusional thoughts? Does the might of magic guarantee 
that success will be achieved? 

Too slightly reverse the tile, does might of magic make right? 

Forget not, scientist may be able to explain the moments after the 
“Big Bang”, but have not explained the “Big Bang”, so is it possible that 
multiple universe exist? Only the tangible maker (God) Knows”  

Magic or Might 

Eternal Rest 
“or” 

Eternal Unrest 
Whatever Your Belief 

Choice is Yours 


